
MINING OF COASTAL SAND: A CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND 

ECONOMIC PROBLEM FOR MOROCCO 

 

 

Summary 

 

 In Morocco, the extraction of beach and dune sand for use in the construction 

industry is destroying significant portions of the nation’s natural heritage.  The authors of 

this report have significant experience in evaluating coastal mining worldwide.  We 

believe that the coastal sand mining operations that we witnessed in Morocco are the 

world’s largest.  In addition, the environmental impacts of the sand extraction are 

likewise enormous.  Beach mining, mainly near Morocco’s major coastal cities, has 

created lunar-like landscapes on the coast, destroyed the littoral marine ecosystem, is 

endangering adjacent wetlands, and has significantly increased the vulnerability of 

coastal infrastructure to storms and rising sea level.  Once beautiful coastal dunes have 

been entirely removed along long reaches of shoreline.  This is a potential economic 

disaster for coastal tourism in Morocco.  Many beaches have been so heavily impacted by 

mining that they have been rendered unusable for touristic development. For the sake of 

its future generations, Morocco should halt the mining of coastal sand now and find new 

sources of aggregate.  

 

The authors base the following report on fieldwork conducted in Summer 2007 and on 

interviews with local, coastal residents. 

 

Introduction to the Issue 

 

 Most open-ocean shorelines have sand deposits that exist in equilibrium with 

wave, current and wind processes. This sand exists in several connected environments.  

Onshore there are beaches, with sand deposited by waves and currents, and sand dunes 

deposited by the wind.  Offshore, there is sand stored on the shoreface (reaching from the 

beach out to a depth of 10 m or so) and in deltas (tidal and river).   These deposits are 

linked to one another such that addition or removal of sand from one area affects all of 

the other environments. For this paper, we refer to all sand deposits that are connected to 

(i.e. are currently shrinking or growing) the present marine environment as the coastal 

sand body.   Some coasts have sand bodies that are somewhat disconnected from the 

modern coastal sand deposits.   This sand may occur well below or above present sea 

level representing deposits formed in the past when the level of the ocean was higher or 

lower than today. 

Beaches can provide a cheap source of sand for use in concrete and for a variety 

of other construction purposes.  Beach sand is inexpensive because it is already 

unconsolidated and is easy to remove with front-end loaders or even by hand loading of 

trucks. The continuous activity of surf zone waves provides a well-sorted sand that is free 

of mud.  Perhaps most significantly, beaches are often not privately owned, they are 

public, and represent a “free” source of aggregate to those willing to take it. 

Most beach sand is derived locally from sea cliff erosion or from rivers that drain 

the upland (Figures 1 and 2). 



  
Figure 1 -  sea cliff erosion in Morocco.        Figure 2 - Loukos River, Larache, Morocco. 

 

The sand grains travel along a particular beach either by shore-parallel or shore-

perpendicular transport in surf zone currents formed by waves.  Speaking in general 

terms, the Moroccan coast has a very large coastal sand body resupplied by regular 

erosion of cliffs and episodic injections from rivers in flood. The Moroccan coastal sand 

body is much larger than the coastal sand bodies of the East and Gulf coasts of North 

America.  We can only assume that those engaged in sand mining in Morocco believe 

that they will do little harm because the original sand deposits were so large.  Sadly, this 

is not the case.  

Mining of beach and dune sand is a global phenomenon.  In recognition of the 

damage that such mining does and of the need to preserve beaches for future generations, 

mining has effectively been halted in many countries. Yet, it remains an important global 

problem.  We have recently documented environmentally damaging beach mining in 

more than 30 countries worldwide.  

Mining of coastal sand bodies has gone on for as long as humans have lived near 

the shore.  Initially it occurred on a bucketful scale and at a local level. Now it occurs on 

the scale of long lines of large dump trucks containing more than 10 cubic meters of sand 

each. As humans have devised more efficient ways to remove large volumes of sand and 

as shorefront development has simultaneously increased, coastal sand mining has become 

a major global problem. 

 We believe that at the present time, the most extensive mining of onshore coastal 

sand in the world occurs in Morocco.  In July, 2007, we observed an operation that likely 

involved the removal of hundreds of dump trucks of coastal sand in a single day (Figure 

3).  Many coastal environments have been removed completely over hundreds of 

hectares.  The damage is stunning and saddening. 



 
Figure 3 - Sand trucks at a mine south of Larache, Morocco. 

 

The problems created by sand mining are numerous.  Below is a brief summary focusing 

on the problems recently documented in Morocco. 

 

• Potential tourism site destruction  

Many mining sites on the coast of Morocco are remote, but fabulously beautiful 

(Figure 4).  While maintaining a healthy ecosystem, hotel complexes could readily be 

constructed within the still-extensive coastal sand dunes of Morocco 

 

 
Figure 4 - Stunning coastal scenery with intact sand dune south of Asilah, Morocco. 

 

The seasonal dry, sunny weather, warm coastal ocean with excellent surfing and 

swimming opportunities and proximity to existing international airports in 

Casablanca, Rabat and Tangiers represent an extraordinary combination of conditions 

conducive to tourism.  Sand mining has turned these sites into ugly moonscapes that 

no tourist would want to visit.  With the sand gone, the beaches are too hard for 

lounging on.  They are even difficult to walk on. 



 

• Coastal ecosystem loss 

Sand mining has resulted in the total destruction of the coastal ecosystems in many 

areas of northern Morocco.  This includes the beach (impacting nesting shorebirds 

and sea turtles), the dunes (impacting rare endemic vegetation), and coastal wetlands 

(impacting migratory waterfowl among other organisms). 

 

• Destruction of the nearshore marine ecosystem 

Removal of beach sand can also impact the nearshore distribution of sand on the 

shoreface (in shallow water).  Anytime the nature of the nearshore bottom sediment is 

changed, there is a corollary ecosystem change.  Many organisms are adapted to a 

particular substrate. 

 

• Aesthetics/Lunar landscape end result 

It is hard to imagine how ugly some of the mined sites in Morocco are. 

 

• No sand reserve for natural beach storm response 

Large beaches and large coastal dunes can provide excellent protection from storms, 

tsunamis, and other large wave events.  Beach mining increases the vulnerability of 

all coastal infrastructure and ecosystems that were once protected. 

 

• Increased shoreline erosion rates  

Removing sand from the beach and from adjacent dunes will increase the shoreline 

erosion rate for the impacted shoreline (even as rising sea level increases the threat of 

long-term coastal erosion).  In addition, neighboring, unmined shorelines may also 

see an increase in erosion as the shoreline reaches a new equilibrium. 

 

• Destruction of archaeological sites  

Removal of coastal sand can directly and indirectly threaten coastal archaeological 

resources. 

 

 

Types of coastal sand mining in Morocco 

 

We observed several types of coastal sand mining south of Tangiers in Morocco in 

July, 2007.  The following examples are listed in order of the degree of economic and 

environmental damage. The first approach, bluff top mining is the least damaging and 

direct mining of the intertidal zone is the most damaging. 

 

• Bluff top mining – This approach is currently active in the extensive operations 

south of Larache (Figure 5).  

 



 
Figure 5 - Bluff top sand mining south of Larache, Morocco. 

 

The sand being removed here, in spite of its location well above the local beach 

and dune, may still be a part of the active coastal sand system.  That is, the sand 

here may still occasionally supply new sand to the beach in processes such as 

storm recovery. More important, however, is the loss of a beautiful and rare dune 

system with a rare ecosystem adjusted to much wind and salt spray. The lost dune 

would have been an asset for a future touristic development because of its safe 

location with commanding views high above the sea.   In addition, these areas 

represent potential archaeological sites.  They should be surveyed before they are 

mined. National treasures are at risk.  Nevertheless, mining these perched dunes is 

less destructive to the coastal ecosystem than the mining listed below. 

 

• Back dune mining – Large reaches of Morocco’s massive coastal dune complex 

have been entirely removed by sand mining creating a landscape with deep pits 

and steep slopes hazardous to passersby (Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 6 - Inactive mine with unnatural and hazardous slopes north of Kenitra. 



 

It seems obvious that these areas will continue to be mined and in future decades 

the sand pits will extend to the beach. This is the general pattern of coastal sand 

mining in Morocco; mine the dune first and when it no longer exists, mine the 

beach itself. Even though many of these sand pits are not visible from the beach, 

the hazards to dune hikers they afford and their aesthetic limitations effectively 

preclude future touristic development along long stretches of the coast.  

 

• Beach Mining 1: Long,  flat beach on coastal plain– This abandoned mining site 

represents the impacts of mining on a relatively flat plain immediately adjacent to 

the beach. The beach is flat and wide at low tide and relatively narrow at high tide 

(Figure 7).  

 

 
Figure 7 – Beach reduced to gravel at Hawara, Morocco. 

 

The rocky layers that once were buried in sand replace dunes. The dune 

ecosystem is completely gone. Back-dune vegetation is dying because it is no 

longer protected from salt spray and wind by dunes. Wetlands are at risk because 

of sand and salt intrusion.  The coastal road to Tangier will occasionally be 

flooded and perhaps even eroded in places in future storms due to the lack of 

protective dunes. The beach will not experience normal storm recovery because of 

the lack of dune sand and erosion (shoreline retreat) rates can be expected to 

increase significantly in future years. Present and future buildings constructed to 

get a sea view will be endangered in future storms.  

 

• Beach Mining 2: narrow beach backed by “lunar landscape”—  This abandoned 

mining site is the endpoint of mining coastal sand on a beach backed by relatively 

steep inland slopes (Figure 8). 

 



 
Figure 8 - Lunar landscape left from sand mining operations south of Asilah, 

Morocco. 

 

In this undeveloped area no buildings or infrastructure are threatened. A beautiful 

potential touristic development site is completely eliminated and because of the 

ugliness of the mined site adjacent to the beach and the “attractive nuisance” 

hazard to hikers.  It is fair to say that no future tourism site is feasible as such for 

miles in either direction. The loss of overall sand volumes at this site is likely to 

increase overall shoreline retreat rates on adjacent shorelines in both directions.  

 

The Solutions 

 

 Future mining of the modern coastal sand body should be avoided. There are 

numerous alternative sources of sand available, most of which will be at least slightly 

more expensive than the presently used coastal sand.  

 On all coasts with low inland slopes, “fossil” coastal sand bodies exist that were 

deposited in the geologic past when the level of the ocean was higher or lower than 

today.  These older sand bodies are often no longer directly connected to modern coastal 

ecosystems.  Such sand bodies, where they are present, offer promise as sand mining sites 

that would be much less damaging than the mining of the current coastal sand body that 

is in equilibrium with the sea.   

 In Europe and North America, where population density is very high near that 

coast, offshore mining of sand is a common occurrence.  Morocco possesses extensive 

higher-than-present coastal sand deposits (Figure 9), and likely harbors substantial 

offshore reserves.  Finally, crushing rock is an alternative that many Caribbean Island 

nations have turned to. 

 



 
Figure 9 - The large vegetated “fossil” dune on the right is an alternative to mining the 

active dune on the left.  Located near Kenitra, Morocco. 

 

If mining continues on some limited basis, reclamation (reshaping) of the impacted 

landscapes must be required.  In some areas reclamation of existing, abandoned mining 

sites should be considered.  

Future regulations and decisions concerning sand mining in Morocco should consider 

the need to provide future generations of Moroccans with high quality, healthy beaches. 

The long term economic potential of healthy, beautiful beaches is huge and is worthy of 

extensive efforts to preserve them.  
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